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Ehrenfeucht and Mostowski [4] introduced the notion of indiscernibility.
Given a structure ~ and a linear ordering (X, <) then (X, <) is indis-
cernible in ~ if X CA and every two increasing sequences in X of the
same length satisfy the same formulas in ~. They proved:
1. If T is a theory with an infinite model and if (X, <) is a linear
ordering, then there exists a model ~ of T such that (X, <) is indiscernible
in ~.
2. The structure ~ can be chosen such that IAI = max (lXI, ILTI) and
such that every automorphism of (X, <) can be extended to an auto-
morphism of ~.
Shelah [5] generalized the notion of indisoemibility as follows: given
two structures ~ and 5B (not necessarily for the same language), then
~ is indiscernible in 5B if there is a set of sequences {541a E A} in B such
that
i) all sequences have the same length
ii) if a¥=a', then 54'1054 ,
iii) if <al, ... , ak) and <Cl, ..•, Ck) are two sequences in ~ satisfying the
same quantifier-free formulas in ~, then the sequences 5~5;;; ..:6lJk
and 5;:5;;...5CTc satisfy the same formulas in 5B.
If the length of the sequences 54' a E A, is n, then we say that ~ is
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indiscernible in ~ by n-tuples. If n= I, then we identify the elements b«
with the elements a.
A structure 2( is indiscernible in T by n-tuples if T has a model ~
such that 2( is indiscernible in ~ by n-tuples.
If 2( does not have relations, functions and individual constants and
2( is indiscernible in T by I-tuples, then we say that A is a set of indis-
cernibles for T.
The following question arises: given an infinite structure 2( and a
theory T "With an infinite model, such that 2( is indiscernible in T by
I-tuples, does there exist a model ~ of T such that
i) 2( is indiscernible in ~ by I-tuples
ii) IBI = max (IAI, ILTI)
iii) every automorphism of 2( can be extended to an automorphism of~.
In the case that 2( is a linear ordering one can prove this by adjoining
Skolem-functions to T. Then 2( is still indiscernible in the extended theory.
If 2( is not a linear ordering, this cannot be done in general I.
The question can be answered positively, if condition iii) is weakened
to: "given a fixed set E of automorphisms of 2( such that lEI < 12(1, then
~ can be found such that every element of E can be extended to an
automorphism of ~".
The proof is an easy application of elementary chains and the com-
pactness theorem. This proof also works to answer the question positively,
if we assume that Th (~) is IAI-stable.
In this note we show the following:
1. There is a theory T in a language with only two relational symbols
such that
i) T has an infinite model and there is an infinite set of indisoemibles
for T
ii) for all infinite " and all sets Y of cardinality x: whenever ~ is a
model of T of cardinality" and Y is indiscernible 2 in ~, then there
are 2" permutations of Y that cannot be extended to an automorphism
of ~.
2. This theory has the following property: for all infinite" there is a
structure 2(" of cardinality " (in a language with only one relational
symbol), such that 2(" has 2" automorphisms, 2(" is indiscernible in T
and whenever ~ is a model T of cardinality " and 2(" is indiscernible
in ~, then there are only" many automorphisms of 2(.. that can be
extended to an automorphism of ~.
3. Given two theories T1 and T 2 (not necessarily for the same language)
such that every model of T1 is indiscernible in T 2 , then for all ":> max
1 private communication with J. Wierzejewski.
I In the rest of this note "indiscernible" means "indiscernible by Ivtuples".
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(!LT11, !LT2!) there are a model mof T I and a model 58 of T2 such that
IAI= IBI = x, mis indiscernible in 58 and the set of automorphisms of m
that can be extended to an automorphism of 58 has cardinality 2".
In the following we will refer to these statements as Claim 1, Claim 2
and Claim 3, respectively.
§ 1. PRELIMINARIES
Generally we adopt notations and conventions from Chang and Keisler
[2]. Specially we mention the following: if a language L contains a unary
relation symbol U and ep(vo, ••. , Vn-I) is a formula of L, then ep(U) is the
formula obtained from ep by restricting all quantifiers to U.
If mis a structure for Land ep(vo, ••. , Vn-I) is a formula of L, then epllf.
is the set of all n-tuples in msatisfying ep in m.
N is the set of natural numbers including 0, Q is the set of rationals
and if a, b are real numbers then (a, b) is the set of real numbers greater
than a and smaller than b.
If a is a real number, then [a] is the greatest integer k such that k «;a.
A mapping n: X ~ X is a finite permutation if n is 1- 1, onto and for
all but finitely many x EX: n(x) =X.
To shorten notation we will use the .I.-notation to denote functions.
The symbol ~ is used to denote the restriction of relations and functions.
We will use the following fact from model theory:
PROPOSITION: If mis a structure and X ~ A is such that every finite
permutation of X can be extended to an automorphism of m, then X
is a set of indiseernibles in m.
§ 2. PROOF OF CLAIM 1
The required theory T will be the complete theory of the structure,
described below.
Let A be the set of finite permutations of N.
Let {En!n E A} be a collection of subsets of Q such that:
i) En C Q ~ (0, 1) for all n E A
ii) En is dense in Q ~ (0, 1) for all n E A
iii) En ~ En'=0 if n#n'
iv) U....A En=Q ~ (0,1).
Let Q*=Q ~ Um.N (m, m+ 1).
For m, kEN let Er={x+mlx E Q ~ (0, 1) and for some n EA: x E En
and n(m)=k}.
Define E,,= Um.N Er.
Note the following facts:
1) E" is dense in Q* for all kEN
2) E" ~ E,,'=0 if k#k'
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3) UhN Ek=Q*
4) x EEk iff X E Q* and 3J([x]) = k for the (unique) 3J EA such that
x-[x] EEn •
Let N' be a copy of N disjoint from N. Denote the elements of N'
by n', n E N. Let L be a language having only one binary function-symbol
g, one binary relation-symbol < and no individual constants.
Define a structure ~ for L as follows:
~=<Q*uNUN',glll:,<~I) where glll:(x,y)=z iff xEN', yEQ*, zEN
and y+n E E z for the unique n such that x=n'.
x<lJJ.y iff either x E Q*, y E Q* and x<y, or x=n' EN', y=m' EN' and
n-cm, « is the natural ordering on Q, N respectively).
We do not bother to define g as a total function; we could do this
by defining g (x, y) = 0' for all x, y such that (x ¢ N' or y ¢ Q*).
Now define T=Th (2l).
Note the following facts:
5) Q* is definable by the formula: cPQ* where
cPQ* ={[[y(x<y) /\ Yy(x<y ~ {[[z(x<z /\ z<y»
6) N' is definable by the formula cPN' where
cPN' =--, cPQ* /\ {[[y(x<y)
7) N is definable by the formula cPN where
cPN =-, cPQ* /\ -, cPN'
8) for all y E Q* the function AxE N' gil(x, y) is a one-to-one function
of N' into N. This function is onto iff y E Q n (0, 1). Indeed let
y E Q*. If 3J E A is such that y- [y] E En, then
glll:(O', y) = 3J([Y]) , glJJ.(l', y) =3J([y] +1),
and so on.
9) Q n (0, 1) is definable. This immediately follows from 5)-8). Let cPCO,l)
be the formula defining Q n (0, 1).
Next we show that T has an infinite set of indiscernibles. We prove
this by showing that every finite permutation of N can be extended to
an automorphism of 2l.
Let a: N~ N be a finite permutation, and let a: Qn (0, 1)~Qn (0,1)
be one-to-one, onto and order preserving, such that for all 3J E A : a(En ) =
=Ean (a is finite, so for all 3J E A: a3J E A). The existence of a can be
proved by using the well-known back-and-forth technique.
Now define 8: 2l~ 2l as follows
la(x) if x E Ns(x) = x if x EN'a(x- [x]) + [x] if x E Q*
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First of all, remark that for all y E Q* and n EN : 8(Y) E Q*,
8(y+n)=8(y)+n; 8(y-[Y])=8(y)-[y] and [y]=[8(Y)].
We show that 8 is an automorphism.
It is easy to see that s is one-to-one, onto and preserves <91. It remains
to show if gVl(x, y)=z, then g\ll(s(x), 8(y))=8(Z) and if g (x, y) is undefined,
then g (s(x) , s(y)) is undefined.
If g"6.(x, y) is undefined, then x ¢ N' or y ¢ Q*. Because s(N') = N',
s(N) =N and s(Q*) =Q*, we have s(x) ¢ N' or s(y) ¢ Q*, hence gQl(s(X), s(y))
is undefined.
To prove that gllt(8(X), 8(Y))=s(z) when g'«(x, y) =z, we need the following
fact: if U E E k then 8(U) E Ea(k)'
Indeed let U E Ek • Let n E A be the unique in such that u- [u] E En.
Then n([u])=k. This implies 8(U-[U])EEan, so s(u)-[uJEEcm, hence
S(U)-[8(U)]EEan. We know an([s(u)])=an([u])=a(k). So by fact 4):
s(u) E E ack). Now let gVf.(n' , y) =m, then y+n E Em, so s(y+n) E EaC~)' Then
s(y) +n E Eac~)' hence gllt(n'8(y)) = a(z). But n' = a(n') and a(z) =s(z), hence
g'!(s(n'), s(y)) =s(z). So s is an automorphism of ~ and 11 is a set of indis-
eernibles in ~. This proves i) of Claim 1.
To prove ii), let" be an infinite cardinal number, 5B F P, Y ~ B such
that IBI = IYI =" and Y is a set of indiscernibles in 5B. Let
5B= <BQ• U B N u BN" g!8, <18),
where BQ.=cP~.; BN=cP~ and BN'=~" Let BCO,I)=cP~,l)' Because <16
linearly orders B Q• and B N , we have: IY (\ BQ.I -c 1 and IY (\ B N ,!" 1.
Because B Q• and B N , are definable, we have Y r, B Q• = Y (\ B N , = 0,
hence Y~BN'
Let
A= {III: BN , -+ BN and for some y E BCO,I) :
I=).x E BN{ge(x, y)]}.
Fix lEA. For every permutation n of Y that can be extended to an
automorphism ii of 5B wc have (ii ~ BN) 0 I 0 (ii ~ BN , )-1 E A.
For, let I=),x E B N, [g8(x, Yo)] for some Yo E B(O,I). Then ii(yo) E BCO,l),
because B(O,I) is definable, and for all x E BN , :
g8(X, ii(yo)) = g8(ii(;rl(x)), ii(yo))
=iig!8(;rl(x), Yo)
= (ii ~ BN ) 0 I 0 (;rl t BN , )(x)
= (ii ~ BN ) 0 I 0 (ii ~ BN,)-l(X).
Hence
If n and a are two permutations of Y that can be extended to auto-
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morphisms ii and B of 58, then we have:
(ii ~ B N) 0 10 (ii ~ B N,)- I = (B ~ B N) 0 10 (B ~ B N,)-1 iff
(ii ~BN) ol=(B ~BN) 01 o ((ir1ii) ~BN') iff
ir1ii ~ BN, = 1-1 0 (ir1ii ~ BN ) 0 I.
Because a(Y)= Y and n(Y)= Y we have: e-i« ~ BN' (f- l (Y ))= r 1(Y )
and because ir1ii is an automorphism of 58, we have ir1ii ~ 1-1(Y) is an
automorphism of (f-l( Y), < III ~ 1-1(Y)). If n is a permutation of Y we
define a permutation n* of r1( Y) by n* = r1nl. Every permutation of
r 1( Y) is equal to n* for some permutation n of Y. Now, if n and a are
permutations of Y that can be extended to automorphisms ii and B of
58 and if
(ii ~ B N) 0 10 (ii ~ BN,)-l=(B ~ B N) 0 10 (B ~ B N,)- 1
then there is an automorphism k of (r1( Y), < III ~ I-l( Y)) such that
n*=a* «h, Indeed, let k=ir1ii ~ l-l(Y), then
n* = I-Ion 0 1=r 1 0 ii ~ Y 0 I
=r1 0 (B ~ Y) 010 ((ir1ii) ~ r 1(Y))
=r1 0 a 0 10 (ir1ii ~ l-l(Y))
=a* o h,
Now we need the following proposition:
PROPOSITION: Let (X, <) be a linearly ordered set of cardinality".
Then there are 2" permutations of X such that for no pair n, a of these
permutations there exists an automorphism g of (X, <) such that tt 0 g = a.
PROOF. Let X be the disjoint union of" many two-element subsets of
X: {X E: E<,,}. For J C" define nJ as follows: if for no EE J: x E XE then
nJ(x) = x and if EE J: nJ interchanges the elements of X E• These permu-
tations satisfy the requirements.
Now let {nEIE<2"}=J be a set of permutations of Y, such that
{n!/~< 2"} satisfies the conclusion of the proposition where we take
(r1(Y), <lB ~ r1(Y)) for (X, <). Let J' C J be the set of elements of J
that can be extended to an automorphism of 58. Then, if n¥=a in J'
we have
Hence
IJ'/ = I{(ii ~ BN ) 0 10 (ii ~ BN,)-l/n E J'}I
and because {ii ~ BN 0 10 (ii ~ BN)-lln E J'} C A we have IJ'I, IAI. We also
have: IAI <IB(o,lll <" and thus IJ'I,,,.
This implies IJ\J'/ = 2", hence there are 2" permutations of Y that
cannot be extended to an automorphism of 58. This proves part ii) of
Claim 1, so we are done.
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§ 3. PROOF OF CLAIM 2
Let" be an infinite cardinal. Define 5l{" as follows: 5l{,,= «:x x {O, I}, <18,,),
where (~, i)<18"(~,, i') iff ~<~'. T has an infinite set of indiscernibles,
hence 5l{" is indiscernible in T by l-tuples.
Let ~ F T, IBI;>" be such that 5l{,. is indiscernible in ~. As before let
~= <BQ* U BN u BN " g18, <18). For all ~<,,: (~, 0) and (e, 1) satisfy the
same open type.
B Q*, BN and BN , are definable in ~, so either {($, 0), ($, In h BQ* or
{(~, 0), (e, In h BN , or {(~, 0), u. In c BN , . For all e «$, 0), (~, 1» and
«s, 1), (~, 0» satisfy the same quantifier free formulas in 5l{", hence:
{(~, 0), ($, In h BN . So A" h BN •
If n is an automorphism of 5l{", then for all e. either n«~, 0» = (~, 0)
and n«$, I»=(~, 1) or n«~, O»=(~, 1) and n«~, I»=(~, 0). Any mapping
n: A" -.,.. A" with this property is an automorphism of 5l{". So 5l{" has 2"
automorphisms.
Now, let A be defined as before and fix f EA.
Let nand (J be different automorphisms of 5l{" that can be extended
to automorphisms ii and a of ~. As before
(ii ~ BN) 0 f 0 (ii ~ BN,)-l E A and (a ~ BN) 0 f 0 (a ~ BN,)-l EA.
Suppose (ii ~ BN ) 0 f 0 (ii ~ BN,)-l=(a ~ BN) 0 f 0 (a ~ BN,)-l. Let $<" be
such that n interchanges ($,0) and (~, 1) and a leaves these elements
fixed (or conversely). Let Uo E BN, and U1 E BN, be such that f(uo) = (~, 0)
and f(U1) = (~, 1). As before ij-1ii ~ BN,= j-1 0 (ij-1ii ~ BN) 0 f.
From this it follows:
ij-1ii ~ BN,(Uo) = j-1(ij-1ii ~ BN) 0 f(Uo)
=j-1(ij-1(e, 1»
=j-1($,I)=U1.
In the same way: ij-1ii ~ BN'(U1)=UO, so a-1ii ~ BN, interchanges Uo and U1.
This is impossible, because ij-1ii ~ BN,is an automorphism of(BN" <18 ~ BN,).
So we can conclude
(ii ~BN) ofo(ii ~BN,)-l#(a ~BN) ofo(a ~BN,)-l.
From this it follows that the set of automorphisms of 5l{" that can be
extended to an automorphism of ~ has cardinality at most the cardinality
of A, which is the cardinality of B(O,l). This proves Claim 2.
§ 4. PROOF OF CLAIM 3
We will need the following theorem:
THEOREM: Let T be a theory, L1 a collection of (not necessarily com-
plete) types and 1>(x) a formula such that for all cardinal numbers"
there is a model 5l{ of T such that
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i) IAI >~
ii) ~ omits all members of L1
iii) IA1= 1,p91J.
Then for all cardinal numbers " and all linear orderings (X, <) of
cardinality " there is a model ~ of T such that
i) IAI >"
ii) ~ omits all members of L1
iii) (X, <) is indiscernible in ~ by l-tuples
iv) X c ,p91.
The proof is a slight modification of Chang's theorem [1] saying that
the Morley number n" for first order languages with" many symbols is
at most :J(2"1+' For the definition of n" and a proof of this theorem see
Dickmann [3]. Mter proving Claim 3, we will indicate how Dickmann's
proof can be modified to prove the Theorem. We first prove Claim 3.
Let T 1 and T 2 be theories in the languages L1 and L2, respectively,
such that every model of T 1 is indiscernible in T 2• Without loss of
generality we may assume that L 1 and L 2 have no mathematical symbols
in common.
Let L*=L1 U L 2U {f, AI, A2}, where f is a unary function-symbol and
AI, A2 are unary relation-symbols and t, AI, A2 do not occur in L1 U £2.
Define a theory T* in £* as follows:
T*={,p(Al)IT1 r,p} U {,p(A2)IT2r,p} U {Vx[A1(x) -+ A2(f(x))H U
U {VxVy[A1(x) /\ A1(y) /\ x:fty -+ f(x):ft fey)]}.
For all n E (0, n:ft 0 and all tp(X1, ... , Xn) E L 2 let P ljI be the following type:
P,,= {--, (tp(A2)(f(Xl), ... , f(xn ))~ tp(A2) (f(Y1) , ... , f(Yn)))} U
U {Al(Xl), , Al(xn), A1(Yl), "', Al(Yn)} U
U {,p(Al)(Xl, , xn)~ cP(All(Yl, ''', Yn)l,p ELI, ,p quantifier free}.
Add to L* all possible Skolem functions and let T = T:k • Because all
models of T 1 are indiscernible in T 2 : for all infinite cardinal numbers
x: T has a model [sk of cardinality at least " such that [Sk omits all
types PljIand 101 = IA~I. (Of course we assume that T l and T 2 have infinite
models.)
Now let "> max (IL11, IL 21) and let (X, <) be a linear ordering with
2" automorphisms and of cardinality ~. By the theorem T has a model
<rsk such that
i) 101 >"
ii) [sk omits all types r,
iii) (X, <) is indiscernible in [sk
iv) X k A~'k.
We may assume O is the Skolem-hull of X.
Now make two structures ~1 and 2(2 for L 1 and L 2 respectively as
follows:
A(=A~, if R(X1, ... , xn) E L, then R910 = R'l.k () (A~)n,
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if g(Xl. ... , xn) E L" then
gllli(alo ... ,an)=an+1 iff gll:(al' ... ,an)=an+1 and ellli=ell: if eEL,.
(Note, that indeed ell: E A( if eEL,). Then 21:( F T( and 2h is indiscernible
in 21:2 (in fact an isomorphic copy of 21:1 is indiscernible in 21:2, namely
the image of 21:1 under li,k). Every automorphism n of (X, <) can be
extended to an automorphism i of (tBk. Moreover i ~ A~ and i ~ A: are
automorphisms of 21:1 and 21:2 respectively.
Via the function III: we see that i ~ A: is an extension of i ~ A~. Indeed,
for a E AI: i ~ A:(fll:(a)) = li(i ~ A~(a)), because i is an automorphism
of (tBk.
So finally we can conclude that all elements of the set {i ~ A~ln auto-
morphism of (X, <)} can be extended to an automorphism of 21:2. This
proves Claim 3.
It remains to prove the theorem mentioned in the beeinning cf this
section.
First of all, we may assume that for all 21: F T: l4>wl = IAI.
If not, extend the language of T with a unary function symbol I and
add to T axioms saying that I is a one-to-one function of the universe
onto the set of elements satisfying 4>. The extended theory satisfies all
assumptions of the theorem.
Secondly, we may assume that all elements of LI are I-types. If not,
add to the language function symbols In, nEro, n*O of n open places
and add to T the axioms
YXI ... YXntilxo[fn(Xl. , Xn)=xt>],
YXo{f[!Xl ... til1xn(fn(Xl. , xn)=xo).
For every p E LI let
p' = {tilXl ... tilxn[fn(Xl, ... , xn) = Xo 1\ 4>(Xl, ... , xn)]l4> Ep}
if all formulas of p have n free variables. Then every model 21: of T plus
the axioms for In realizes p' iff it realizes p. Instead of LI consider {P'lp ELI}.
Finally remark that adding Skolem functions to the language and ex-
tending T to T 8k does not affect the assumptions of the theorem. So it
is sufficient to prove the following theorem:
THEOREM: Let T be a theory with build-in Skolem functions, let 4>(x)
be a formula and LI a collection of l-types such that for all 21: FT:
IAI = 14>!l1 and for all " T has a model of cardinality at least" omitting
all members of LI. Then for all "> ILTI and all linear orderings (X, -c)
of cardinality " T has a model 21: of cardinality at least " such that 21:
omits all members of LI, (X, <) is indiscernible in 21: and XC 4>w.
PROOF: The proof is a slight modification of the proof of theorem 4.3.1
in Dickmann [3]. The modification which should be made is the following:
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whenever it is required that some linear ordering (X, <) and model lr
of T are such that X ~ 0, we have to require X ~ epfi-. This can be done
without damaging the proof.
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